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Abstract—A new method of adaptation in a partially integrated learning environment that includes electronic textbook (ET) and integrated tutoring system (ITS) is described. The algorithm of adaptation is described in detail. It includes: establishment of Interconnections of operations and concepts; estimate of the concept mastering level (for all concepts); estimate of student’s non-mastering level on the current learning step of information on each page of ET; creation of a rank-order list of links to the e-manual pages containing information that require repeated work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

By present time, a lot of methods and techniques of adaptive hypermedia have been described [1]. Adaptation in educational hypermedia is based on the level of the learner’s knowledge. The knowledge state of particular learners, as a rule, changes in different ways during the teaching and learning process. To describe the learner’s knowledge of the subject, an overlay model based on the subject domain model is most commonly used. The domain model is represented as a network of domain concepts. For every domain model concept the overlay model of each particular learner contains certain values, which are used to assess the level on which he knows this concept. Hence, in the overlay model of the learner’s knowledge is represented as a set of pairs “concept – value” for every domain concept and serves to implement adaptation technologies in educational hypermedia. Software tools of MONAP family are designed for elaboration of ITS where adaptation is based on the overlay model of the learner’s skills. This model is represented by a number of pairs “operation (rule) - meaning” [2-6]. The overlay model of skills provides the basis for the adaptive control of the learner, consisting in giving him a tutorial problem of an optimal difficulty and complexity for the next training step.

II. OBJECTIVES

Integrated environment, including an electronic textbook (ET) and an intelligent tutoring system, gives additional possibilities in raising the level of the teaching/learning process adaptability. Such environments require the development of new integrated methods of adaptation to the learner, providing, in particular, presentation of relevant educational material according to the results of solving the tutorial problem.

III. METHODOLOGY

In accordance with the algorithmic approach of L. Landa [7], the main emphasis in the educational environment being described was placed on the adaptively supervised and controlled solution of tutorial problems. Since in the teaching/learning process a human (a learner) is an execution unit for the analyzed algorithms, the latter can differ essentially from the mathematical notion of the algorithm (Turing machine, normal algorithm, recursive function). Unlike classical algorithms (algorithms in a general mathematical sense), their operations being formal, the algorithms under consideration allow operations of a meaningful, subjective nature, i.e. depending on human understanding. Thus, the simplicity of operations performed by the learner in the problem solution process is relative and depends on a number of factors, including the degree of being trained. Another permitted difference is the weakening of the determinancy property. To designate algorithms with the abovementioned properties, L. Landa introduced the concept of algorithmic-type orders, or algorithmic orders [7].

The development of an algorithmic order is generally a weakly formalized, multi-criteria problem, solved by the expert-teacher. As a result of the subject domain analysis, basic (primary) elements are selected. These elements are simple notions (concepts), which serve as the foundation for building the educational material under consideration. Taking into account the chosen concepts and on the basis of the structural-algorithmic analysis of the activity in solving definite class problems, standard operations are singled out, which represent the content of the activity in question. The term “standard operation” is used in reference to any operation, conceptually complete, taking into account a specific characteristic of the teaching/learning SD, presuming elementary manipulations with concepts. For example, in the ITS teaching grammar of the German language and designed with the aid of software tools of MONAP family, the concepts are: gender, number, case, etc., and one of the operations describing the adjective declension is represented as the rule: “IF the adjective and the noun are preceded by the definite article der or one of the pronouns dieser, jener, solcher, jeder, welcher, and the attributed noun is of masculine gender, THEN the adjective ending is – e” [2].
Thus, the following main steps of learning process can be defined:

- Study of the subject’s theory
- Conceptual knowledge control of the subject under study
- Skill acquisition – controlled process of training task solution

For one learning subject, several e-textbooks and controlling tests corresponding to the knowledge level of the student can be evaluated or known methods of adaptive hypermedia can be realized [1]. Integration of these approaches with adaptive engines of ITS increases the possibilities of adaptive control of learning process in many times. A number of trajectories of knowledge and skills acquiring are shown at Fig. 1 [5]. Adaptive skills generation is made under control of ITS, created with the tools of MONAP family (Fig. 2) [2-6].

In the learning model (Fig. 2) that provides adaptive control of skills acquiring the following didactic principles invariant to the learning subject are realized:

- Training task properties definition and relevant theory delivery should be carried out on the basis of student’s skills mastering estimate at every step of their acquisition
- During learning process, “from easy to difficult” approach should be observed
- Shift to new learning material should be made if the previous material was successfully mastered (condition of the shift from one subclass of tasks to another)
- During learning, a subjective degree of training task difficulty must be stabilized for each student

There is a number of close definitions of training task difficulty degree:

- Training task difficulty assumes comparing learning material that needs to be mastered with cognitive abilities of student
- Speaking about information, training task difficulty coincides with subjective newness and information saturation of learning material for certain student

Formally, in the proposed a model (Fig. 2) the measure of training task difficulty is the average fraction of mistakes, expected while solving the task [3]. The same training task is of different difficulty for different students. This brings up a technology generated under control of ITS, designed and maintained by software tools of the MONAP family (Fig. 3). The record of the basis RULES consists of the following fields: type of the operation \( j \); text in the natural language of the \( j \)-type operation, included into the algorithmic order in the form: “IF (condition), THEN (action)”. The record of the Basis PROPERTIES consists of the following fields: identifier of the tutorial problem \( rq \) type; vector of the operations \( L_{rq} = [L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_j, \ldots, L_T] \), used for solving problems of the mentioned type, where \( L_j \) is the number of \( j \)-type operations. The kernel of the overlay model of the learner’s skills is represented as the vector

\[
P(k) = \{ P_1(k), P_2(k), \ldots, P_j(k), \ldots, P_T(k) \},
\]

where \( P_j(k) \) is the probability of using the \( j \)-type operation correctly. This probability is calculated with the application of Bayesian approach and the results of solving the tutorial problem at the \( k \)-th step of training [3, 6].

The electronic textbook can be developed with the help of any tools available to the teacher. They range from text processors, like MS Word containing an option “Save as HTML”, or editors, like MS FrontPage, Adobe Pagemill, to specialized tools (Fig. 3). The limitation is the access provision to the textbook by standard browsers (MS IE, NS Navigator). A great number of learning environments can be built in one and the same SD. They reflect both different ideas of different expert-teachers about the teaching/learning process, and different ideas of one expert-teacher about it for different groups of learners. This brings up a possibility of creating a set of learning environments in one SD. They possess a certain mechanism of inheriting properties, which ensures utilization of these or those specific knowledge components from one learning environment in another one (Fig. 3).

III. TECHNOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION

To solve a tutorial problem, a certain algorithmic order implementation is used, which is characterized by the applied set of operations \( y_j \) \( (y_j \in Y, j = \overline{1,J}) \) determining the problem properties. Thus, to identify a certain algorithmic order implementation unambiguously, it is necessary to utilize the identifier \( rq \) \( (q=1,2,\ldots,Q_r) \), where \( r \) identifies the class of implementations, and \( q \) – the implementation inside the class. Implementations \( \Theta_{rq_1} \) and \( \Theta_{rq_2} \), falling into the same \( r \)-th class, differ in that different vectors of the operations used \( L_{rq_1} \) and \( L_{rq_2} \) describe them, i.e.: \( L_{rq_1} \neq L_{rq_2} \), where \( r \in [1, R] \), \( q_1, q_2 \in [1,Q_r] \). The conducted classification of the algorithmic order implementations determines invariant to SD forms of representing operations (the basis RULES) and properties of tutorial problems (the basis PROPERTIES), designed and maintained by software tools of the MONAP family (Fig. 3). The record of the basis RULES consists of the following fields: type of the operation \( j \); text in the natural language of the \( j \)-type operation, included into the algorithmic order in the form: “IF (condition), THEN (action)”. The record of the Basis PROPERTIES consists of the following fields: identifier of the tutorial problem \( rq \) type; vector of the operations \( L_{rq} = [L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_j, \ldots, L_T] \), used for solving problems of the mentioned type, where \( L_j \) is the number of \( j \)-type operations. The kernel of the overlay model of the learner’s skills is represented as the vector

\[
P(k) = \{ P_1(k), P_2(k), \ldots, P_j(k), \ldots, P_T(k) \},
\]

where \( P_j(k) \) is the probability of using the \( j \)-type operation correctly. This probability is calculated with the application of Bayesian approach and the results of solving the tutorial problem at the \( k \)-th step of training [3, 6].

The electronic textbook can be developed with the help of any tools available to the teacher. They range from text processors, like MS Word containing an option “Save as HTML”, or editors, like MS FrontPage, Adobe Pagemill, to specialized tools (Fig. 3). The limitation is the access provision to the textbook by standard browsers (MS IE, NS Navigator). A great number of learning environments can be built in one and the same SD. They reflect both different ideas of different expert-teachers about the teaching/learning process, and different ideas of one expert-teacher about it for different groups of learners. This brings up a possibility of creating a set of learning environments in one SD. They possess a certain mechanism of inheriting properties, which ensures utilization of these or those specific knowledge components from one learning environment in another one (Fig. 3).

IV. RELEVANT LEARNING MATERIAL DEFINITION

Establishing interconnections between operations and concepts provides presentation of relevant educational material to the learner according to the results of solving the tutorial problem. Interconnection of operations (rules) and concepts is specified by the matrix \( \| \vec{e}_J \| \), its lines corresponding to the operations \( y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_j, \ldots, y_T \), and columns – to the concepts \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_s, \ldots, x_T \). The element of the matrix \( \| \vec{e}_J \| \) is determined in the following way:
\[ e_\mu = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if concept } x_i \text{ is used in operation } y_j; \\ 0, & \text{in the opposite case.} \end{cases} \]

Table 1 shows the example of the matrix \( \left\| e_\mu \right\| \) with an additional lower line, containing elements \( \alpha_i (t = 1, T) \), where \( \alpha_i = \sum_j e_\mu \) is a number of operations from the whole multitude of operations \( Y \), in which the concept \( x_i \) is used.

Table 1 shows the example of the matrix \( \left\| e_\mu \right\| \) with an additional lower line, containing elements \( \alpha_i (t = 1, T) \), where \( \alpha_i = \sum_j e_\mu \) is a number of operations from the whole multitude of operations \( Y \), in which the concept \( x_i \) is used.

To provide program implementation of the described adaptation method, a corresponding line of the matrix \( \left\| e_\mu \right\| \) enlarges every record of the RULE (Fig. 3). In accordance with the abovementioned algorithmic approach, the concept used in the operation is its part and parcel. Hence, at every \( k \) -th step of learning the level of the learner’s mastering of every concept used in the operation \( y_j \) cannot be lower than the level of mastering this operation as the whole at the same step, i.e. \( \omega_i (k) \geq P_j (k) \), where \( \omega_i (k) \) is the evaluation of the level of mastering the concept \( x_i \). In the general case it is impossible to calculate \( \omega_i (k) \) more properly by the result of performing the operation \( y_j \), because there is no adequate feedback. As a rule, a qualifying dialogue with the learner provides the necessary feedback. The dialogue is subject-dependent and, thus, cannot be used to develop methods of evaluating the learner’s knowledge invariant to SD. In the context of the fact, that when the tutorial problem is being solved at the \( k \) -th step of learning, one and the same concept can be used in different operations, in order to calculate the integral estimate of the concept \( x_i \) mastering levels, it is necessary to take into consideration these operations mastering level. So, to calculate the integral estimate of the concept \( x_i \) mastering level \( \omega_i (k) \) by the results of executing the tutorial task at the \( k \) -th training step, the following formula is proposed:

\[
\omega_i (k) = \frac{\sum_j e_\mu \cdot P_j (k)}{\alpha_i} \tag{1}
\]

In a similar manner, the interconnection between ET pages and the concepts, described in these pages, specifies the interconnections between operations and concepts (Table I). This interconnection is specified by the matrix \( \left\| f_{gt} \right\| \). Its lines corresponding to pages \( s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_g, \ldots, s_G \), and columns – to concepts \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_r, \ldots, x_T \). The element of the matrix \( \left\| f_{gt} \right\| \) is determined in the following way:

\[
f_{gt} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if concept } x_i \text{ is described in page } s_g; \\ 0, & \text{in the opposite case.} \end{cases}
\]

The estimate of the learner’s non-mastering \( \beta_g (k) \) the knowledge, given in the ET at page \( s_g \), at the \( k \) -th training step is calculated according to the formula:

\[
\beta_g (k) = \frac{\sum f_{gt} \cdot (1 - \omega_i (k))}{\sum f_{gt}} \tag{2}
\]

Using \( \omega_i (k) \) values calculated on the basis of \( P_j (k) \) values, when calculating \( \beta_g (k) \), makes it possible to take into account the prehistory of the tutorial task execution by the learner, this being an important requirement at building adaptive tutorial systems. When the task is finished but there are mistakes, a message is formed, containing a list of references to the ET pages (Fig. 3) and telling the learner to return to the work over the educational material given there. The list of ET pages is sorted according to \( \beta_g (k) \) values decrease, i.e. the learner is offered to study first of all the pages, which were worse mastered. The implementation of the proposed method of determining relevant ET pages, corresponding to the learner’s knowledge and skills at the \( k \) -th training step, required to widen the learning environment, created and maintained by software tools of MONAP family [2, 3]. To provide the link between the ET concepts and the ITS operations, a new parameter of the integrated learning environment – “the number of the concepts being studied” – has been introduced (Fig. 3).
Together with the modification of the basis RULE, the basis CONCEPTS, being a matrix $f_{gt}$ (Fig. 3), is developed and maintained. A properly organized thesaurus, included into the ET general information components, can fulfill the function of the matrix $f_{gt}$ as well. In this case it is not necessary to create the basis CONCEPTS.

V. FURTHER STEPS

Invariance of the described adaptation mechanisms to SD makes them potentially easily replicated. Software tools of the MONAP family have an open architecture that gives the possibility of their integration with other author’s tools for creating and support of learning environments (virtual universities). In this connection, further steps include:

- searching for partners in order to develop integrated software tools containing partners’ tools and MONAP (http://ittal.kstu.ru);
- choosing topical educational domains and designing adaptive integrated learning environments for them that contain electronic textbooks and intellectual tutoring systems.

V. CONCLUSION

The efficiency of the computer-assisted teaching and learning process is mostly determined by the progress, achieved when solving the following problems: development of multifunctional integrated learning environments and provision of adaptive learning in these environments. In line with the purpose in hand, a partially integrated learning environment has been developed. This environment includes ET and ITS. Adaptation to the learner is based on the skills overlay model, designed and maintained by software tools of the MONAP family.

A new, additional adaptation method, integrated into software tools, has been developed as well. Relevant for the learner educational material, represented in ET, is determined at every training step on the basis of the tutorial problem solution results.
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